This is the debate section of CAIS; the section editor takes the initiative to bring about debates, but we are dependent upon suggestions and material provided by the community. We are also open to receive material in various formats, so please take contact and send your proposals and manuscripts through either the CAIS editorial team or directly to the section editor.
Introduction
The inaugural debate section of CAIS discussed the value of IS research, among others, the value of our documented and published research. Publishing research in general and IS research in particular is currently the topic of a wider debate. On AISWorld in April 2015, a debate was revived about IS journal review cycle times and the review processes including suggestions to improve both cycle times and the processes. This might be a topic for a future debate section in CAIS.
This second debate section fosters another discussion about the place of open access in academic publishing. Academic publishing provides evidence about the outcomes of our research and, as such, is a natural and necessary part of scholarly work. However, academic publishing has also commercial aspects because most well established journals are produced and disseminated by profit-making publishing companies based on an excellent business model: universities pay their academic employees with public or private money to teach , research, and perform governance and service tasks with their organizations and their scientific communities and publishers recruit these academics to run journals, to submit scholarly work, to review peer academics' work, all without paying them for that work. Moreover, some journals charge individuals for submitting or making available their work and/or charging those to read their papers. bring about the end of scholarly publishing. By analyzing these charges, they argue that these problems are not problems only about access, open or otherwise, but problems associated with the scholarly publishing system more broadly. As such, they argue that scholarly publishing should take advantage of social and technological innovations.
As the debate section editor, I tried to find a varied set of debaters: publishers, librarians, research administrators, editors, researchers. Not surprisingly, this was a hard task. All the publishers I approached through my network declined-most did not even reply to my request. I wondered if I had stirred the hornet's nest. Many librarians were interested but did not want to make a public statement as professionals or employees of a university library. The same was the case for most research administrators independently of whether they represented universities, research institutions or government agencies with the exception of one administrator and librarian at a university library responsible for research infrastructure. Most editors also politely turned down my request: three, however, were interested in sharing their thoughts. This debate is long from finished and I encourage CAIS's readership to engage with the topic and share their thoughts in form of further position papers or in other venues such as AISWorld.
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